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Ice-breaker activities 
 

 

 

During the training, it can be useful to add ice-breaker activities to liven up the group. These 
activities help to foster a good atmosphere within the group. The following indications 
should be followed when engaging in these activities during training: 
 

 Appropriate moments for ice-breaker activities include at the beginning of the 
training, to get to know each other better; after breaks/meals, to draw the group 
together; and whenever the participants look tired.  

 Choose the activities based on the composition of the group and the mood between 
the participants. For example, during training about Ebola, avoid activities involving 
physical contact. Ensure that no participants are excluded owing to disability or other 
reasons. 

 Alternatives to ice-breaker activities can be songs or short anecdotes or jokes told to 
the group. 

 A good way of getting participants involved is to ask them to bring an activity or a 
song.  

 

Instructions: 
 

Method: Ice-breaker activity 

Time: 20 minutes 

Objective: memorise the 
names of the participants and 
liven up the group 

Group: everyone together 

Equipment: -  

 

 Names and adjectives 
 

Contents and plan:  

Each participant thinks of an adjective beginning with the same 
letter as their surname (or first name). This adjective could 
describe their personality or their current mood.  
One participant begins and introduces himself, for example: “My 
name is Claude and I am curious.” The second continues: “His 
name is Claude and he is curious. My name is Theresa and I am 
tall.” etc….until all participants have introduced themselves.  
 

 

 

Instructions: 

 

Method: Ice-breaker activity 

Time: about 15 minutes 

Objective: animate the group  

Group: everyone together 

Equipment: -  

 

 Statues 

 

Contents and plan:  

The participants walk around the room. After a while, the trainer 
says a term out loud. Everyone must immediately mime a statue 
representing that term, without speaking.  

For example, the trainer might say “peace” and all the 
participants have to adopt a pose that for them represents peace.  

Repeat several times with different terms. 
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Instructions: 

 

Method: Ice-breaker activity 

Time: about 15 minutes 

Objective: animate the group  

Group: everyone together 

Equipment:  

-  Visualization of the text 
(on flip-chart or 
projection)  

 I’ve got a ball 

 

Contents and plan:  

The participants stand up and form a circle. The text should be 
legible for everybody. One trainer reads out the text and invites 
the group to repeat each phrase. For each phrase, he invents a 
movement with the “imaginary ball”. The whole group imitates 
this movement when repeating the phrase. At the end, the 
trainer “passes the ball” to another person, who reads out the 
text and invents new movements with the ball. 

This is repeated several times (for example, until every 
participant has “got the ball”). 

 

Text: (Each phrase is repeated by the group) 

I’ve got a ball 
I’m putting it here 
I go like this  
I’m less tired 
I’ve got a ball 
I’m giving it to …  

   

 

 

Instructions: 

 

Method: Ice-breaker activity 

Time: about 15 minutes 

Objective: animate the group  

Group: everyone together 

Equipment: -  

 Grandma, hunter and wolf 

 

Contents and plan:  

The participants split up into two teams. At each end of the 
room, the groups decide whether they will play the grandma, the 
hunter or the wolf. 
The teams then each form a line with their backs to each other. 
After the signal from the trainer (“Ready, set, go!”), the teams 
turn round to face each other and mime the role they have 
chosen: the grandma (an old lady leaning on a stick), the hunter 
(who shoots his gun) or the wolf (a dangerous animal that growls 
and raises its paws in an attack position). 
The grandma succumbs to the wolf, the wolf succumbs to the 
hunter and the hunter succumbs to the grandma. 
Sometimes, neither team will win, because they have both 
chosen to play the same role. 
The activity is repeated until one group has won 3 times. 
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Instructions: 

 

Method: Ice-breaker activity 

Time: about 15 minutes 

Objective: animate the group  

Group: everyone together 

Equipment: -  

 

 Who’s the leader? 

 

Contents and plan:  

The participants sit in a circle (tables do not matter). One 
volunteer leaves the room and the rest of the group appoint a 
“leader”. The leader does a series of actions, like clapping their 
hands, playing the guitar, etc., that the rest of the group have to 
imitate. The volunteer comes back into the room, sits in the 
middle of the circle and has to guess who is the leader. The 
leader must switch actions at regular intervals, without being 
discovered. The volunteer can rejoin the group as soon as they 
have identified the leader. The person who was the leader then 
leaves the room to allow the group to choose a new leader. 

This is then repeated several times. 

 

 

Instructions: 

 

Method: Ice-breaker activity 

Time: about 15 minutes 

Objective: animate the group; 
get to know each other; revise 
a topic  

Group: everyone together 

Equipment:  

- prepare the ball (approx. 
20 sheets of paper) 

- Music 

 

 Ball of questions 

 

Contents and plan:  

As a preparation, write questions on sheets of paper (approx. 20 
questions). Then, crumple the sheets together one around the 
other until they form a ball. 
The participants sit or stand in a circle. 
The trainer plays the music, or claps if there is no music. The 
participants hand the ball to each other or throw it across the 
circle. When the trainer stops the music (or stops clapping), the 
participant holding the ball takes off the outer sheet, reads out 
the question and answers it. 
The activity continues until all the paper has been removed.  
 
Sample questions: 

What is your favourite colour?  
What is your name? 
What did you have for breakfast? 
What is your favourite animal? 
What is your favourite hobby? 
Which quality do you appreciate in other people? 
What is your greatest wish? 
 
Variations: 
This activity can also be done using questions about Ebola or 
about another theme. 
You can replace the questions with actions to perform, such as 
“Show the gestures for washing your hands”. 
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Instructions: 

 

Method: Ice-breaker activity 

Time: about 15 minutes 

Objective: animate the group  

Group: everyone together 

Equipment: -  

 In the manner of the word 

 

Contents and plan:  

One volunteer leaves the room and the other participants choose 
an adverb, such as quickly or sadly. When the volunteer returns 
to the room, they must guess the adverb by asking the 
participants to carry out several actions “in the manner of the 
word”. For example, they can ask them to talk in the manner of 
the word or to play an instrument in the manner of the word. The 
volunteer can try to guess the adverb every time they have asked 
the other participants to perform an action. 
 
Repeat several times with different volunteers. 

 

Instructions: 

 

Method: Ice-breaker activity 

Time: about 15 minutes 

Objective: animate the group/ 
form small groups 

Group: everyone together 

Equipment: 

- cards with the names of 
animals  

 Animal gathering 

 

Contents and plan:  

Prepare cards with the names of animals on them. To form 5 
groups of 3 with 15 participants, write the names of 5 different 
animals 3 times to obtain 15 cards. 
Distribute the cards randomly and ask the participants to walk 
around the room. 
When the trainer gives the signal: “Animal gathering”, the 
participants imitate the cry of the animal written on their card to 
find the members of their group. 
The first completed group wins.  
 
In addition: 
This activity can be used to divide a large group of participants 
into small groups, such as for group work. 

 

 

Instructions: 
 

Method: Ice-breaker activity 

Time: about 15 minutes 

Objective: animate the group  

Group: everyone together 

Equipment: -  

 Conducting the orchestra 
 

Contents and plan:  

Divide the group into two and ask half the participants to tap 
their knees and the other half to clap their hands. One volunteer 
acts as the conductor, adjusting the volume by raising or lowering 
their hands.  
Repeat with other volunteers. 

 


